Mixed-haplotype MHC class II molecules select functional CD4+ T cells.
MHC class II molecules are formed from polymorphic alpha and beta chains. While pairing of chains is most efficient within class II isotypes and haplotypes, limited pairing and surface expression of mixed-haplotype and -isotype class II molecules is common. The function of such molecules in antigen presentation has been established by the unique restriction of responses in F1 mice. However, it has not been established whether mixed class II molecules are able to mediate selection of functional T cells and how the reduced avidity of the TCR/MHC interaction influences the repertoire. In this report we have addressed these issues through the production of mice expressing solely mixed-haplotype class II molecules. The mixed class II molecules promote selection of a small CD4+ T cell repertoire with modified TCR use. The selected CD4+ T cells are functional in vivo and in vitro.